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on, trade it in, give it a second life. Chrysler PT Cruiser cam sensor replacement: standard and
turbo We are not responsible for the accuracy of the information or opinions presented here, or
for any consequences of taking action based on them. Proceed at your own risk. When the cam
position sensor or camshaft position sensor starts to go, it is usually signalled by the Check
Engine light, a code of P being set, and the Limp In or Limp Home mode being activated. The
engine will not go over 2, rpm and those with manual transmissions will hit the rev limiter.
Clearing the code may temporarily help but eventually it will be set again. The issue is
sometimes a matter of wiring, so visually checking the wires as they go back to the computer
from the camshaft position sensor is a good first step. Dealer parts may cost more.
Replacement is easy on a standard, non-turbocharged PT Cruiser and only a little harder on a
turbocharged car. Do it when the engine is cold that is, not when it has been running recently.
As LisaLee pointed out, it's a good idea to disconnect the negative battery terminal first, as with
all engine work. First, get out your tools. You will need an 8 mm socket with an extender if you
have a turbo engine , a torque wrench measured in inch-pounds, and, for turbo owners, a
straight 8 mm wrench. You also need a flat-bladed screwdriver, and, of course, a replacement
sensor. If you have a turbo 2. Open the air cleaner holder by undoing the two snaps, then
loosening the air pipe fastener with the screwdriver or a socket wrench and gently pushing the
hose off. That probably came from the crankcase ventilation system â€” which is also why you
have that little hose that you had to pop out. This makes it much easier and quicker. Now, use a
small screwdriver to push the orange tab over to the side; you can slide the screwdriver
underneath the tab and turn it to move it over. Then press the black tab and pull the wiring
harness off. If your engine is warm, be careful about where the harness falls so it doesn't rest
on anything hot. The next step is to remove the sensor itself. For nonturbo people, just take out
the two screws with the 8mm socket wrench. For turbo people, take out the one screw that you
can reach that way the far screw with the 8mm wrench and extender, to avoid disturbing the
hose. For the other screw, use the straight wrench and your patience. The sensor will have
some oil in it. This is normal, and the replacement sensor should come with a replacement seal
in the box to keep the oil in. Clean the area around the sensor, being very careful not to get
anything in the exposed area normally covered by the sensor. Then insert the gasket into the
sensor and put it in. Put in the new sensor, checking the service manual for the correct torque.
The tricky part here is that turbo owners must either get rid of that pesky hose or use the
straight wrench to get the feel of the tightness of the screw they put in with the torque wrench,
then tighten with the straight wrench. This is important, because the cam sensor apparently is
also used as a cam tensioner. Everything should go back together easily. Check after a test
drive to make sure the sensor is not leaking oil. If the problem re-occurs, there may be a wiring
issue. Use this form over at allpar! We have lots of Chrysler PT Cruiser car information. Site
directory. PT Cruiser Forums. Read our terms of service. All rights reserved. Forums allpar. GT
Cruiser Convertible Concepts. Other PT Cruiser repairs Comments? Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. Do Not Sell My Data. Manage Consent. Proceed at your own risk. Some people have
cringed at the cost of new keys, due to the anti-theft chip inside them. Locksmiths usually stock
antitheft keys, and sell them at lower prices than most dealers, but you may have to program
them yourself according to the instructions in the owner's manual. You will need both original
keys if you or the locksmith programs new keys; the dealer may be able to make new keys from
just one but you cannot. Some Internet sources can supply blanks, including authentic Mopar

ones, far more cheaply, but you still need a locksmith or hardware store to cut it, and if they cut
it incorrectly, they're unlikely to refund the blank. You may have to crawl into the cargo area and
gently remove the plastic trim panel pieces starting at the top, remove the 3rd brake light trim.
Everything is plastic push pins, no screws. Warm plastic is less likely to break. A wide flat
'forked' pry tool is recommended to slip on either side of the push pin and gently lever the tool
to release the clip from the hatch sheetmetal hole. You may also want light. Continue with the
pieces on either side of the rear window and finally pop the large lower panel enough to get
your hand inside the hatch and manually release the latch. You may be able to free up and lube
the handle and hatch latch to keep this from re-occuring. It may have froze up due to lack of
use. In damp or salt belt geographic areas, the bond comes apart from surface rust developing
between the rubber and steel. The rear of the control arm then drops down and rests on the
crossmember resulting in a 'clatter' over bumps. It is never a dangerous condition and would
never come apart as it is a captive assembly. The caster might change very slightly, but other
than that it will not significantly affect alignment. If the bushings were not preloaded, you would
never have the strain of shear force against the adhesive to start with. You have to have a load
to seperate the adhesive so the corrosion can start to begin with. Wear does become a safety
issue when you let the metal parts bang against each other and wear through. The only way to
effectively eliminate the issue is to use uni-ball heim joints, not bushings. I just changed the the
lower control arm bushings in my PT and the banging noises persisted. I didn't think much
about it when I was taking the LCA's off but the bushings for the sway bar had became
hardened. They are supposed to be soft, but road chemicals and the like harden them, which
can cause noise. If you still do the LCA bushings, get a press. They are impossible to get out
otherwise, unless you want to burn them out, but beware, the sleeve that goes between the
bushing and the control arm is sensitive to heat, and nearly all of the bushing replacement kits
require that you reuse that sleeve. I accidentally scarred mine a little just from the flame of my
soldering torch. The factory bushings are adhered to the sleeve and pin so you'll have to clean
bushing remnants off of both. I don't know if they require cleaning if you can press them out. I
used a 3' long piece of iron pipe and still had a difficult time getting the bolt loose. Don't worry if
the nut inside of the frame seems loose, it's a cage nut. To access the passenger side horizontal
bolt for the control arm, you need to take off the engine mount. Remember to check your ball
joints before you order bushings. Raven wrote: After a time, the spring in the radiator cap
looses strength and no longer maintains the abililty to keep all of the water in the anti-freeze
from escaping. The overflow tank doesn't replenish the loss and eventually it overheats. Like
mine did at 70 mph! The cap double locks: when you think you have it closed you have to push
it down hard and keep turning until it stops or you will have slight fluid loss again resulting it
the same problem It looked like a bomb hit my engine compartment; I thought it was big bucks
but it was only the result of a bad cap. Maybe when people have their water pumps changed
mechanics neglect to replace the cap and the overheating still exists. It is controlled by the
largest relay in the black box under the hood on the drivers side. The fan may fail intermittently.
It is controlled by the sensor near the thermostat on the passenger side which has a slide
mechanism as well as a clip like the radiator fan to secure it. High speed operation can be
checked by disconnecting the sensor, while low speed can be checked while engine is idling
without disconnecting it. It is noticeable when standing in traffic as the engine will "stutter"
while idling if it's failing intermittently. Check to make sure your oil change guys haven't been
hanging their drop lights on the fan wires first! I took it to a radiator specialist who replaced the
radiator fan and now no problems. He said if I had gone on like that the air conditioning would
have been ruined and then the engine would be next. So thanks to the person on this site who
alerted me to that. Middle dash bezel panel peeling was a problem on some models; a service
bulletin exists and a dealer might replace it for free they do not have to. Replacement looks easy
in the Chilton's manual: remove the climate control knobs, pull off the bezel "middle section".
You can find replacement bezels in different styles from aftermarket suppliers - though they
may be far pricier than junkyard or dealer parts. The oils from the air freshener takes the paint
right off! There are two oxygen sensors, upstream and downstream; by comparing the readings,
the computer can see how effective the catalytic converter is. The upstream one is somewhat
more likely to fail. You may need a special oxygen sensor socket, or you may not. Run the
engine for a minute or two, so the sensor and surrounding area will be hot and easier to remove
without damage. This means you need to be extra careful that you don't burn yourself on the
dangerously hot catalytic converter or exhaust manifold when working. Then disconnect the
battery, jack up the vehicle, and place it securely on jack stands or rent a hydraulic lift. The
upstream sensor is on the top side of the exhaust manifold, the lower one is on the side of the
catalytic converter. Opinions on whether the PT uses an interference design or not vary. In any
case, the timing belt tensioner design was changed in to provide greater durability. The flat-rate

cost is eight hours; it may take experienced mechanics less time. He supported the engine at
both ends and disconnected the engine mounts, allowing maneuvering the engine to access the
timing area; and he unbolted the throttle body to keep it from going against the computer.
Taking off the engine mounts may be more dangerous than the other method of making room.
Next move the wheel up and down slowly while applying pressure to the left and right to
encourage an electrical open condition. If the lights go out you now can fix the problem as I did.
Be sure to form the spring ends so they stay put on the hinge arms by moving the stearing
wheel up and down. This will eliminate the winking light problem. A weak point on many PTs,
the wheel bearings can make a whining or growling sound which is hard to distinguish. Listen
and locate the noise source. Be sure that your front tires aren't cupping as tires and wheel
bearings can sound the same. Make sure that your front strut ground straps are intact as these
commonly rot off and can cause repeat failures. The factory was seeing some early bearing
failures even though the lube in the bearing was still good. On close examination you could see
pitting, actual arc marks, on the balls and races making them noisy. The current from road static
charges and possibly poor engine to body grounds was passing through the bearing itself,
greatly reducing its life. By adding ground straps and keeping everything at the same voltage
potential solved the problem. If you need to get under the vehicle with the front wheels turning, I
would suggest using a vehicle lift to be safe. I usually take the car in and say "there is a noise
when I do this" and let them figure it out. In this way I don't put the mechanic on the wrong track
if it is not the problem. Later the key broke off not in the cylinder, thank goodness! The
locksmith replaced the cylinder but when he tried to reprogram the new keys, the code wouldn't
work. He gave up and left me with the 2 new keys that weren't programmed, and the one old
working key. Thanks to this forum I realized I might be able to program the new keys myself, but
I needed two keys to proceed. Tape the head of the old key to the "courtesy key" a key with no
transponder head. The car thinks it is key 1; then used my one working key as Key 2. GT
Cruisers commonly go through their first set of tires in under 20, miles. Most replacement tires
are far more long-lived and many also have better performance. We found Goodyear's own
Eagle F1 All-Season be careful not to get the F1 "summer tire" to be quieter, better in wet and
dry weather, and cheaper than the original Eagle RS-A, despite a much higher treadwear index.
If your wheels are having issues with peeling chrome, this may be a good time to step down to
16 or even 15 inch wheels; the tires will be cheaper and more comfortable, though some
performance may be lost with the higher aspect ratio. One insider suggested that, while the
wheels are off, if the wheels are peeling inside, to steam-clean the wheels, get rid of any peeling
clearcoat, and then respray them with new clearcoat to prevent corrosion. To look at a list of
stored computer fault codes in your car, click here. This includes instructions for finding them.
The automatic transmission in Chrysler's PT Cruiser can only be used with Type transmission
fluid. Do not use Dexron. Make sure mechanics and oil change places use the right fluid. For
evidence and horror stories, click here. If it's in this report, your dealer is entitled to provide you
with it. Thanks, Samba. Dealers can also provide you with a full repair history. There is a guide
to resolving problems with Chrysler dealers and the company itself over at Allpar. Use it if you
can't get something fixed under warranty, and remember - Chrysler will often do repairs out of
warranty if there was a common problem, or if you have only exceeded either the mileage or the
time limit or if you're just out of warranty. A covers this note you probably have to pay to have
this done. It's basically getting the air bubbles out. Hg of vacuum to the power steering system
for at least 3 minutes. Repeat the process until the fluid level stays the same; then start the
engine and move the wheel from lock to lock three times without stopping. Check for leaks and
signs of air in the reservoir; check the fluid level and repeat if needed. A number of PTs appear
to be experiencing spark plug problems leading to a variety of driveability problems. This
appears to be most prevalent on turbo models. To troubleshoot, first check for computer codes
, then check the spark plugs for cracking, dirt, or other problems simply replacing the plugs
may be the best bet. This is not difficult even for amateurs; we suggest using antiseize lubricant
when putting in new plugs very small amounts of it! On older cars, replacing the wires may be
helpful you can certainly do this yourself. Check the battery terminals - they should be tight and
clean. See the battery section for info on cleaning the terminals which may also be cause.
Here's a guide to spark plugs - buying and installing them. Some people have been noting early
wear on front and rear bushings, with potential damage to the Watts linkage if they fail. Owners
of early PTs should check their bushings for wear periodically, starting at 40, miles check the
front lower control arm bushings and rear Watts linkage central link. Later PTs apparently used
better bushings we don't know when they switched. If the dealer won't cover it, try calling the
national customer service line at USA. The Watts linkage on a number of PTs appears to be
breaking with age, causing a clunking sound from the rear. Not enough room to apply leverage.
So I removed the arms from the chassis and the pivot bolt from the link and worked on the pivot

on the bench. The left hand arm-to-chassis bolt was unbelievably hard to remove. I had to
remove the left rear wheel to be able to add a long bar to the get sufficient leverage to start it
turning. On the bench it took my strongest ball joint breaker to remove the arms from the link.
Grip the link in a vice because parts fly everwhere when the tapers finally give. Otherwise, it's
just a normal car repair job but probably compounded in my case by the rust up here in Canada.
I then raised each wheel in turn and slipped a ramp under each wheel making it safe to work
under the car. Man, was that bolt tight. To do this, I jacked up the axle enough to remove the left
wheel then removed the bolt without going under car. It's about 6 months ago and so far no
problems. I wouldn't want to jack on the axle too far away from the wheels. Some with perfectly
clean batteries and terminals are also having the problem. Dealers seem unable to find the
problem, which appears to only affect lighting - both headlights and interior lighting. Some say
that it is not a major issue; it doesn't seem to affect anything but the lights. Electronics appear
to have a separate voltage regulator. Not only is the cold start hesitation and surging very much
improved, but the overall engine performance is much, much smoother and I can no longer feel
it when the AC compressor kicks in--a problem that had made it really hard to just drive
smoothly with the stick shift. Credit to Chrysler to carrying through and releasing a fix. This
sometimes gets lost but the high temperatures in the engine bay can shorten the life of your
battery. Check to see if you have the wrap around your battery. It is a black plastic insulated
sleeve. If you need a new battery, install a heat resistant type. Mine had corroded connections
which led to high resistance and melted the terminal end at the starter. Finally, a battery with an
internal short will run the lights and radio, etc. You may hear a staccato machine gun like
clicking as the solenoid tries to engage. In short, check your battery and wiring harness to the
starter before having your starter replaced. Tom Conway, a ten-year dealer service veteran,
wrote that rotors may wear quickly because the inside pads may weld themselves with rust to
the slide rails. The caliper would still work but the outside pad could wear very quickly while the
inside pad stayed good. This would also affect performance and gas mileage. The bottom line is
to get your rear wheels off and check the brakes. Tom suggested filing the slides and trueing up
the replacement pads' "corner" where the pad tracks the slides to provide some additional relief
He also used copper coat antiseize on the corners of the pads, the slides, caliper guides He
wrote: "Getting the rotor off is easier if you pull the rubber plug and back off the emergency
brake shoes as the rust flakes are going to frustrate you otherwise. The oil filter gaskets would
blow out after increasing the rpm's a little bit. I tried many different oil filters and called many
repair shops including the dealership. They all told me that the oil pump was bad. I replaced the
valve, spring, and new cap into my old pump. But the re-occuring problem with both has been
the driver's seat. There's currently nothing under the seat to prevent anything in the back from
rolling right under the driver's seat and then under the pedals! Quick stops especially highlight
the problem. I had my nephew in the back with a bottle, and when he dropped it on the floor, it
ended up underneath my brake pedal as I was trying to stop. Luckily, I wasn't going fast and
was able to get the bottle out before hitting anything. I tried to report this to Chrysler, but none
of their phone operators seemed to understand that I was trying to report a problem, not find
out about existing recalls. Right now, I'm driving with a towel under the seat to block any stray
items. Well, as you know, the sides of the fascia are painted body color in a bake oven.
Consequently, the gray part had to be taped off so the sides could be primed and then painted
body color. When the part is heated in the baking oven, the tape on the fascia interacts with the
plastic pulling the UV resins out, mainly due to the high temp of the oven. DC did much Xenon
accelerated weather testing to solve this issue for us PT owners. They understood the problem
was caused by the interaction of the tape, heat, plastic, and UV exposure, but could never
quantify how much of what actually caused the failure. They were lead to believe that there was
another element out in the field that was not being accounted for wax, polish, chemical, etc But
in the test labs, they could never duplicate the nasty failures we see on our cars. As you all
know, in DC went to an all painted fascia, partly because of the problem with the white
condition, but also cause it was less expensive because they didn't have to apply the tape
anymore because the entire fascia was being painted. DC is extremly committed to taking care
of us. They did not revisit the issue until , when customers started complaining. The remainder
need to go through a second time or a third time, heating it up again and again. So, the
conclusion in April of was to run the fascias through the paint line a maximum of 2 times. But
bear in mind, that by , they were already onto the painted fascias and there wasn't a whole lot
they could do, except try to make sure the fascias in MOPAR were acceptable for service.
Which, they are having problems with those because there is something out there that is
causing this and they can't find it. Also, keep in mind, engineers move on to new and upcoming
projects and don't always stay with one car, so issues sometimes get lost as new people step
in. So, that kinda explains why its been so long and nothing was done. As far as when I say a

TSB is coming out. It is coming. Trust me on that, and the only solution is to paint the fascia
because the tape marks will keep coming back no matter how many new fascias you put on
your car. But it is difficult to paint because the gray fascia has a textured surface and for the
painted style the texture in the mold was polished out. The texture causes the paint when
sprayed on to appear a little darker. So the main thing is to have a dealer that knows what they
are doing, spray some adhesive promoter on and perhaps lots of paint so that the texture isn't
as visible. OR just paint the fascia a gray color and then you don't have to worry about color
matching. The TSB he provided cannot legally be reproduced here, but it is number and talks
about discoloration or whitening of the bumper. As skidsmadawg said, it uses scuff cleaner,
plastic prep, plastic adhestion promoter, and bumper promoter; it is indeed covered under the
warranty! Does not harm plastic as color is molded in. Inspect with 20 power magnification.
Click here for Allpar's list of parts sources. The hatch supports - liftgate props, as they're called
- may last only four or five years before they start needing more help to go up. Neal noted that
there is an exact replacement for the PT battery, even though it may not show up in parts
books:. It's the 26R style. It's the same battery that the Neon uses, so you can always use the
Neon as the "search" vehicle. One drawback of the PT battery is that it has the reverse terminal
design hence the "R" in 26R and most other batteries do not There is a new style "gel" battery
which supposedly fits in a cruiser. Batteries have a highly variable lifespan, from three to nine
years, roughly. Past tests have shown that there is substantial variability even from the same
manufacturer and possibly within the same battery model! However, if batteries go bad very
rapidly, there may be a problem with the voltage regulator too high voltage can cook the battery
, with the wiring, or with high load e. Often, the battery is blamed when the real problem is
electrical contact between the battery post and the cable. Cheap tools are sold to clean both
ends. This can lead to intermittent stalling, rough idling, and other problems. The cable ends are
replaceable and inexpensive if you do it yourself; this may help in cases where the leads cannot
be fastened properly at all. Recalls are "enforced" repairs - the manufacturer must do them whereas service bulletins are "optional" - dealers can charge you. For recall related questions
call No accidents have been reported. The upgrade should take a few minutes. A fuel leak was
detected during an inspection following a government crash test. There are no known incidents
or complaints related to this issue. Approximately one-quarter of these vehicles also will be
recalled for a separate safety issue involving the underhood fuel supply line. The line may rub
against the air conditioning service port, which could result in a fuel leak. While this is unlikely
to occur, Chrysler will attach a clip to the fuel line to prevent contact. There may have been
around eight fires due to this - all seemingly occuring after the recall notices went out and
vehicles had time to be serviced. Yep, the cap no longer rubs the side of the car, and has just
enough room to leave it looped and still locks in opening. This is the way it should have been
installed in the first place. The attendent puts it on the gas pump. No dangling cap! Oscarcat
wrote: On models and later there is a slot in the filler door at about a 45 degree angle on which
to suspend the tether and keep it above the fender. I checked a friend's and it wasn't there.
Those with earlier models may want to use a self-adhesive hook - be sure it is small enough to
provide clearance - to accomplish the same thing. Does your dealer deny the existence of a
TSB? Do they claim everything you read on a forum is nonsense? Clear it up right away by
calling Chrysler. Within the US, There is a computer upgrade which improves acceleration from
a full stop and changes transmission shift points. It applies to automatic transmission-equipped
vehicles built before August 22, The TSB number is Thanks, Yardley Cruiser. Otherwise, TSB or
not, the dealers would not do it. Chris Durham wrote that there is a TSB on excessive wind
noise which gives dealers some pointers on what to fix. Chris wrote that common fixes are
replacing door and hood seals, fine-tuning the door hinges and hood position, and eliminating
spoilers, ground effects kits, ventshades, and racks. Steering wheel clicks : ct cruzr wrote: My
steering wheel was popping when I turned it, especially at low speeds. The steering column had
to be replaced because of fault bushings or something like that. Moon roof: lckspt wrote: It is
not the wind deflector Squeaky seats: Some Chrysler PT Cruisers have been delayed because
of a squeaking problem with the seats. On the brighter side, we understand that Chrysler is
replacing the seats with the new lumbar control heated seats. Grinding when accelerating from
a stop: A noise like the starter grinding was heard when accelerating from a stop in first gear.
Would also make the noise when stopped with foot on the brakes and engine reved in first or
reverse. Turned out to be a broken motor mount or motor mount bolt. The engine was torquing
enough to cause the pulleys to grind on the frame of the car. The problem was caught before
other damage occurred. Good to know that the grinding can be avoided by accelerating slowly
from a stop. Engine would only move enough to grind under mid to hard acceleration. When the
knob is turned to the left, the air conditioning goes on even when the blue-and-red knob is
turned to HEAT. Likewise, when the defroster is on, the air conditioner compressor is on.

Despite what Chrysler Group might think about its highly qualified, skilled mechanics, there are
lots of careless, overconfident, and just plain ignorant people out there in the dealerships. Even
those who do care are often rushed and pushed to get work done too quickly. There are, by the
way, also caring, intelligent, highly skilled people in the dealerships. It's just hard to know
which one will be working on your car until it's over! Stu in Georgia pointed out that damage to
the hood can be caused by people forgetting the hood has a prop rod, since the car looks like it
would have springed hinges. He recommended removing the hood prop rod entirely to avoid
people from denting the hood by trying to close it while the prop rod is in place He also pointed
out that the plastic shroud on top of the engine, with DOHC 16V printed on it, has three snap-fit
lugs. If it is not snapped down completely, it can stick up just enough to dimple the center of the
hood. This happened to him. Adam W. I brought my PT Cruiser in to a body shop after slightly
damaging the bumper when I slid across an icy bridge last year. I went to pick up the car and
noticed a large bulge in the left part of the hood. I asked the manager about it and he seemed
surprised. I told him it looked like someone had tried to shut the hood with the prop rod up. He
got very angry at me for accusing his guys of that but there it was, a huge bulge in the hood.
Two months later, I got a new hood out of the deal. I did not realize this was a common problem
until I read your story. Stu in Georgia wrote that early PT Cruisers first year or so? Other
symptoms include oil in the PCV hose and intake plenum - if you pull the PCV hose off of the
nipple that is molded into the plenum, oil will drip out of both the hose and the nipple. The
cause: the valve cover is different from the other 2. If a valve cover not designed for the Cruiser
is used, oil will get sucked into the PCV valve. It cannot be modified to work! Here are the part
numbers of the correct valve cover replacing it requires removing the intake plenum :. The valve
cover also came with all bolts as well as a new PCV valve;. My advice is don't bother with
getting any gaskets. The Haynes manual was adequate enough although it said nothing about
loosening the power steering reservoir bracket or reattaching the ignition coil! The car still ran
fine, but it was obvious I had blown a fuse or fuses. Online, there were references to the IOD
fuse, but no clear answer on what it truly affected and how to replace it since it's in a protective
clip you pull up. Here's the scoop:. This included those in the fuse box by the driver's left knee
inside the car and a 40 amp fuse up in the power distribution box under the hood. All checked
out good, so I strongly suspected the IOD was the culprit. I know it affects at least the following
systems:. It stands out because it is encased in a protective clip that allows you to pull it up to
break the circuit, but leave it in place for transport and not get lost. The challenge is getting it
out of that clip. To make it a bit easier to access, I removed the housing top to the air filter,
which is simple disengage the clips on the left side and the right front side, and then the screw
holding the retaining ring on the rubber hose on the back left side. You'll see a small rectangle
opening in the top where you'll be able to read the "20" on the fuse. I think a small curved tip
screwdriver would work, too. Take the tip of your screwdriver and insert it in the opening, with
the pressure up under the left side of the opening the top is actually hinged, with the left side
being where it clips down in place and the plastic hinges on the right. After a while I got it, and
the top opened up to allow access to the fuse. Popped in a new yellow 20 amp mini fuse, closed
the top of the clip, reinserted the fuse into the fuse box by gently pushing down, and then
checked things in the car. I had everything restored. To code the key yourself after it has been
cut to match your existing key , put one of your original keys into the ignition, turn to ON run ,
leave it there between four and ten seconds, and remove the key. Immediately put the second
original key in, and turn it to ON for about ten seconds. A chime should sound. Immediately take
the key out, put in the new spare key, and turn it to the ON position. After about ten seconds,
you should hear one more chime. Only a limited number of keys can be programmed, and you
only get a few attempts to get it right, so be careful and wait to hear the chimes when doing this
process. We have now done this ourselves. It is the same process as on many other Chrysler
vehicles. I put water in the radiator and replaced the MAP sensor unnecessarily because it read
0. Swapping the MAP changed nothing, so from that point I took my time learning and
diagnosing. I found 14 ohms resistance from the block to the fender and negative battery
terminal. There was some fine surface corrosion on some of the pins salt water and even beach
air is corrosive. I cleaned them with a plastic brush and contact cleaner, CRC I think. That or
some other fiddling apparently improved my block to ground resistance because it went away.
Looking at the bigger picture, most or all of the codes implied a 5V problem, I would have
thought the supply, but that was fine in different places. Finally, I decided to pull all of the
sensors involved, one-by-one to see if one was pulling the MAP output down from an internal
short to ground. I connected the meter to the MAP signal orange as I recall still read 0. Got the
new Cam Position Sensor installed and she cranked right up. The important learning here to me
is that He eventually found a pin that fixed the magnet to the cam for Cam Position Sensor to
read had sheared. The magnet piece stayed in place while the cam still rotated until he replaced

the pin. I finally fixed the problem! For asthetics I stained them a nice warm medium old english
shade with some Formby's and then coated with poly urethane for shine. No more sagging the
sleeve on the pins and they really sort of look nice with the neutral shades of the interior! A
relatively small number of people have reported cracking windshields which appear to be due to
incorrect assembly or similar issues. If this happens to you, pressure the dealer or Chrysler via
for replacement. Some people have also reported windshield chipping. This may be a result of
airflow; Dean said he had good results with a three-piece Lexan deflector from Advanced Auto.
PTZoom wrote: "there is a TSB regarding replacing the parking brake 'equalizer' with a stronger
unit as regards the failure to engage problem. To find the date your car was built, open the
driver's door. On the door, just under the latch, is a white sticker. Thanks, Poodles. This blew
out the starter and the battery and could have caused a fire. New PT Guy wrote that Chrysler is
aware of the "leaky squirter" issue; see your dealer to get a revised one. They may be
backordered. The dealer should replace both even if only one is working. Until then, try washing
the hood with water after using them. Gas mileage: Proper tire inflation, upgraded plugs and
wires, forward-looking driving habits e. A small number of Cruisers seem to have been built
with bad headlight switches which can cause the lights to go out. Use this form over at allpar!
We have lots of Chrysler PT Cruiser car information. Site directory. PT Cruiser Forums. Read
our terms of service. All rights reserved. Forums allpar. GT Cruiser Convertible Concepts. Scroll
to the bottom of this page. Replacement keys Some people have cringed at the cost of new
keys, due to the anti-theft chip inside them. Definitely check the sway bar bushings before you
jump into the LCA bushing job. Overheating, stuttering Raven wrote: After a time, the spring in
the radiator cap looses strength and no longer maintains the abililty to keep all of the water in
the anti-freeze from escaping. Timing belt Opinions on whether the PT uses an interference
design or not vary. Wheel bearings A weak point on many PTs, the wheel bearings can make a
whining or growling sound which is hard to distinguish. Keys [Introduction: the PT uses an
anti-theft system where a small radio transponder is built into the head of the keys. Wheels and
tires GT Cruisers commonly go through their first set of tires in under 20, miles. Key issues To
look at a list of stored computer fault codes in your car, click here. Clean the filler cap and fill
the reservoir. Slowly release the vacuum, then remove the special tools and add fluid if needed.
Idle problems, bogging, misses, etc. Bushings and Watts linkages Some people have been
noting early wear on front and rear bushings, with potential damage to the Watts linkage if they
fail. Brakes Tom Conway, a ten-year dealer service veteran, wrote that rotors may wear quickly
because the inside pads may weld themselves with rust to the slide rails. Batteries Neal noted
that there is an exact replacement for the PT battery, even though it may not show up in parts
books: It's the 26R style. Recalls Recalls are "enforced" repairs - the manufacturer must do
them - whereas service bulletins are "optional" - dealers can charge you. Early Cruisers were
recalled to add child seat information to the manuals. Preventing the gas cap from scratching
the paint "Redhead" wrote: The long plastic straip works fine - if you open the fuel door, undo
the cap, then loop the cap counter clockwise from the bottom of the door around and over the
door onto the fuel door hinge! Service bulletins Does your dealer deny the existence of a TSB?
A previously noted TSB on models fixes idle problems. Noises Steering wheel clicks : ct cruzr
wrote: My steering wheel was popping when I turned it, especially at low speeds. Avoid hood
damage! Here are the part numbers of the correct valve cover replacing it requires removing the
intake plenum : AB Cover-Cylinder Head Gasket-Valve Cover AB Gasket-Intake Manifold Clean
the spark plugs and intake plenum to eliminate leftover oil while the engine is apart. Update:
Todd W Miller wrote The valve cover also came with all bolts as well as a new PCV valve; 3 my
dealer had a different part number for the intake manifold gasketsAA--but those were nowhere
near the gaskets needed to connect the PTC's upper intake manifold to the lower intake
manifold. Multiple sensor problems? MD Butler wrote See our performance tips. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. Do Not Sell My Data. Manage Consent. P is know to occur in the Chrysler PT
Cruiser when the Crankshaft Position Sensor and the Camshaft Position Sensor are out of
alignment by a certain number of degrees, or if there is a sensor issue. P should be considered
an important trouble code to diagnose and repair. When this timing is off, the engine will
typically not run or barely run. Here are the most common causes of P in the PT Cruiser, as well
as diagnostic advice, and resources to further explore. One of the most common causes of P in
any vehicle is going to be wiring issues. After examining the wiring harness, it would be time to
check the sensors themselves. We linked to a great video showing you how to do so directly
below. How to test a crankshaft or camshaft sensor YouTube. The timing chain or belt will throw
cause P to throw. This will happen when it has stretched or jumped a tooth or two. If it jumps
more than a few teeth, the odds are that the engine itself will not run at all. Many manufacturers
particularly Japanese Auto Makers have very strict timing chain service intervals. Even the
slightest misalignment can cause P Timing Chain Jumped Symptoms and Diagnosis. Camshaft

Position Sensor Amazon. The Crankshaft Sensor is going to use a tone or reluctor ring to
determine the position of the Crank. This ring uses notches that are scanned by the Crank
Sensor in order to get an accurate position. If this ring fails, the vehicle will not be able to get an
exact crank position. The camshaft typically will have a ring that provides the same function.
That is a very good indication that there is an issue with it. If there is anything you would like to
add, please leave a comment below. P refers to which camshaft position sensor is out of time
with the Crankshaft. P Symptoms P should be considered an important trouble code to
diagnose and repair. Wiring Issues One of the most common causes of P in any vehicle is going
to be wiring issues. Make sure to check the harness where it plugs into both sensors as well.
Wont start with camshaft sensor hooked up, but unhook the camshaft sensor and will start. Do
you. I would replace the crankshaft sensor but first we should run the codes to see what comes
up. Here is a guide and diagrams below to help you get the job done. Please let us know what
you find. We are interested to see what it is. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Hi guys.
Crank sensor has to be good because that's what the engine is running on. Before that the
Engine Computer had to see signals from both sensors before it would turn on the automatic
shutdown relay which powers the ignition coil s , injectors, fuel pump or pump relay, and other
stuff. You have two possibilities. The cam sensor is shorted or the valve timing is off. If the cam
sensor is shorted, it will kill the 5. Unplugging the shorted sensor will restore the 5. When the
power supply is shut down by the computer, you will see "no" listed for both sensors on a
scanner that can display live data. If you see "present" listed for one sensor, neither one is
shorted but the one listed as "no" is either defective or has a wiring problem. If the timing is off,
there are again two possibilities if you have the single overhead cam engine. About half of the
time you're going to find the timing belt has jumped one tooth. At that point the computer will
detect the mismatched signals, set a diagnostic fault code "cam and crank sync", and turn on
the Check Engine light. The engine will still run but it will be down on power. If the timing belt
jumps two teeth, the computer will shut the engine down to protect it from serious damage. It
does that by failing to turn on the automatic shutdown ASD relay. That kills the injectors,
ignition coils, and fuel pump. By forcing the engine to run when you unplug the cam sensor, it
provides a valuable clue, but you risk doing expensive valve damage. When the timing belt
jumps three teeth, the open valves will be hit by the pistons as they coast to a stop. Those bent
valves can only be repaired by removing the cylinder head to replace them. The additional clue
here is at two teeth off, the engine will be running very poorly if it hasn't shut down yet. If it runs
fine when you disconnect the cam sensor, most likely it's a sensor problem, not a timing belt
problem. If the engine runs poorly with the cam sensor unplugged, it's not wise to force it to do
so to get it home or to a shop because when the timing belt jumps teeth, it's usually because
those teeth are being sheared off from an entire section of the belt. That means it won't be long
before that valve damage occurs; perhaps even in the next few hundred yards. The second
timing issue has exactly the same result, symptoms, and clues, except the timing belt will be in
good shape and correctly adjusted. The key between the camshaft and sprocket shears off and
over time the resistance of turning the camshaft causes the sprocket to turn on the cam. That
makes the camshaft timing late just as if the belt had jumped a tooth. Since the cam sensor is at
the end of the camshaft opposite the sprocket, the pulses it develops show up late compared to
the crankshaft sensor's pulses. All the computer knows is the valve timing is late and damage
to them could occur soon. It doesn't know, or care , if that is because the cam and sprocket are
late due to a jumped belt, or the cam is late because it is turned on the sprocket. At the mileage
you listed you can justify installing a new timing belt. If the old belt is off one or two teeth, the
valves should be okay yet. This is the perfect opportunity to install a new key between the cam
and sprocket. Be aware the pressure from the valve springs is going to make the camshaft want
to turn a little when you remove the belt. A valve might hit a piston but it won't be damaged if
you don't put excessive pressure on it. If you start with the crankshaft at TDC, the cam won't
turn very far and won't take much effort to move it back to the correct setting when you put the
new belt on. Install the new belt and time it correctly by only turning the crank and the cam
sprocket by hand. Car died going down the road like u turned the switch off and when u try to
start it it will be cranking but not running. Otherwise its spinning but not running. U can hear the
fuel pump come on everytime I turn switch on. Its like its not firing, camshaft sensor or
crankshaft sensor please reply if anyone knows Was this answer. Had timing belt fixed and new
battery. Next morning had a loud clattering sound coming from under hood lost power and
steam coming from under hood. Took it back and then they said had blown head gasket, I didnt
really thinks so but, we tried easy fix of head gasket sealer got it running to do it but not
running now it sounds like it wants to crank but just not enough power, what else can be wrong
with it? Remove the spark plugs and check for coolant in the cylinders. That will cause
hydro-lock and slow or no cranking. That's a sign of a leaking head gasket. I was thinking about

the plugs, if that is fixed and I tried that gasket reapir did all th steps to, cuz I didnt think it was
that bad if it ran hot just once, does that stuff really work? Would I have to replace the plugs or
do you just clean it out or is going to do it again? My check engine light came on in my car and
now it shutters when I start it after it has been sitting for awhile and has an engine smell inside
the car. It has never done this before. What could be wrong with my car? The next day I went
out for lunch and when I came back to start my car it wouldn't start. It took a couple of tries to
get it to start. I have a pt and was having problems with the battery. We cleaned the terminals
and replaced. This seem to help because the car would not start the next day. Then again it
might be a sensor underneath the dash broad. Sometimes the engine light comes on at times, I
read somewhere to check your gas cap is on correctly and sometimes if you check your battery.
The check engine light does not shutter on my pt cruiser. I hope this might help you but check
your pt cruiser manual or going to a auto shop for more information. When I turn the key my car
does not want to turn on even though my lights and radio is on. Check battery voltage try a
jump then have battery load tested. Car overheats after driving for 7 minutes or so, have
replaced spark plugs and wires, flushed radiator, replaced thermostat twice. The overflow
couldn't tank starts to bubble then that is when the car will start to overheat. We have put gallon
after gallon of coolant, because after it over heats it starts to leak the coolant out, it has now
started to produce white smoke and condensation out of the exhaust, when the car is running it
runs smooth. Replaced battery as well, but something in car has drained the battery so had to
charge the battery, we don't know what else to do. Have the coolant system pressure checked
for an internal leak like ahead gasket Was this answer. Other than the battery, everything you
described points to a leaking cylinder head gasket. The clue is the white exhaust smoke. Car
won't crank at all. Replaced battery. Car died 3 or 4 times while driving but immediately
restarted. Last time it died it would not do anything when key is turned. Charge battery start
engine check and suspect charging system Was this answer. Hi I am working on a Chrysler PT
2. I do have spark and fuel. Timing belt is intact any ideas. I know its possible belt has slipped
timing but any ideas that I can try before having to take cover off to chekc marks? How do you
know that the sensors are ok? All "crank, no start" conditions are approached in the same way.
Every engine requires certain functions to be able to run. Some of these functions rely on
specific components to work and some components are part of more than one function so it is
important to see the whole picture to be able to conclude anything about what may have failed.
Also, these functions can ONLY be tested during the failure. Any other time and they will simply
test good because the problem isn't present at the moment. If you approach this in any other
way, you are merely guessing and that only serves to replace unnecessary parts and wastes
money. You may have already performed some of these tests but we need all of them to form
any conclusion Every engine requires spark, fuel and compression to run. That's what we have
to look for. These are the basics that need to be tested and will give us the info required to
isolate a cause. If none found, check for power supply at one side of the injector with the key
on. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Engine Not Running Content. How to fix an
engine not starting running. Observing lights and sounds when the engine is not starting is
essential, these steps can give you a direction to proceed which are listed in order of difficulty.
No Ignition Sounds. After Maybe Have Checked The Battery Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! The ECM uses this data to determine the timing of the ignition, as well as the
timing of the fuel injection that the engine requires. Without this information, the engine would
not be able to function properly. Over time, the camshaft position sensor can fail , or become
worn down, due to accidents or normal wear and tear. There are a few warning signs to watch
out for before your camshaft position sensor completely fails and shuts down the engine,
making replacement a necessity. If your vehicle idles roughly , stalls frequently , has a drop in
engine power , stumbles frequently, has reduced gas mileage , or accelerates slowly , these are
all signs your camshaft position sensor could be failing. If you have any of these symptoms, it
could mean the camshaft position sensor needs to be replaced by a professional mechanic as
soon as possible. It needs to be completed before the engine cuts out and dies while you are
driving , or does not start at all. The Check Engine Light will come on once the camshaft
position sensor starts to go bad. Since this light can come on for many different reasons , it is
best to have the vehicle thoroughly inspected by a professional. The mechanic will scan the
ECM and see what error codes are being shown to diagnose the problem quickly. If you ignore
the Check Engine Light , it can lead to serious engine problems, such as the engine failing. If
the other problems are ignored, eventually the vehicle will not start. Eventually, the signal will
weaken so much the signal will switch off, and so will the engine. This can happen while the
vehicle is parked, or while you are driving. The latter can be a dangerous situation. As soon as
you notice your vehicle does not drive like it used to, the Check Engine Light is on , or the
vehicle will not start properly, the sensor may need to be replaced. This problem should not be

ignored because eventually the engine will stop working entirely. The most popular service
booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our certified mobile
mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost. Service Location. Vehicle does not drive like it used
to If your vehicle idles roughly , stalls frequently , has a drop in engine power , stumbles
frequently, has reduced gas mileage , or accelerates slowly , these are all signs your camshaft
position sensor could be failing. Vehicle will not start If the other problems are ignored,
eventually the vehicle will not start. Check Engine Light. Home Articles. The statements
expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified.
Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic
Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection reviews. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Kenneth 20 years of experience. Request Kenneth. Kenneth performed
excellent, conscientious service. Chris 22 years of experience. Request Chris. Chris arrived
early and had our problem solved in a short time. Great service!! Diana 18 years of experience.
Request Diana. Diana provided great professional insight on resolving speciifc issues with my
vehicle. Will definitely recommend to friends and and family. Michael 38 years of experience.
Request Michael. Very knowledgeable on time great Tech. Need Help With Your Car? Related
articles. Read more. Related questions How do I use the engine block heater in a Dodge Ram?
The engine block heater helps heat up your engine during very cold weather. If your vehicle has
the engine block heater, you should always use it when starting your car in extremely cold
conditions. Locate the engine What parts will I need for a timing chain replacement and how
many of each. Is my engine interference or non interference? Hello - your engine does use a
timing chain, and that engine is not an interference valve-to-piston engine. However, having
said that - if the chain breaks, especially at anything above an idle, the broken chain can jam the
crankshaft I have a Buick Enclave cxl and the engine light when on a week ago on Monday I
took it to auto zone and they gave me a code f Most emission codes will not result in a no crank
condition. Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection today!
Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. For more information
go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign
In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select
your vehicle year. Refine by:. Camshaft Position Sensor part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold.
Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Sort by:. Part
mercedes benz c class 2001
2013 gmc terrain battery
genie garage door opener sensor wiring diagram
Number: RD Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
WKP Product Details Quantity Sold : Sold individually. Part Number: RB Part Number: AA. Page
1 of 1 Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Replacement Camshaft Position Sensor - Sold individually.
Jul 22, Camshaft Sensor Dodge Stratus. Ordered this camshaft sensor for a Dodge Stratus but it
is nothing at all like the one on the car. The car has a metal sensor and different shape, same
two mounting holes. Raymond Connolly. Purchased on Jan 18, Feb 16, Perfect fit, 5 minute job,
great price. Dan Thomasson. Purchased on Jan 31, Sep 02, Excellent value. Easiest sensor I've
ever installed. Clutch R. Cargo Clutch R. Purchased on Aug 19, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Read on to learn more about what this code may mean. What Does the Pd Code
Mean? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

